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So if all do their duty
they need not fear harm.
Blake, William

Foreword
Current situation of the civilization world
order and prospects of its development or
decline are sufficiently well defined and investigated by philosophers, writers, and politicians. Historically, there have always been
classes, agreed groups of states, some tyrants who act under flags of various parties,
religious organizations, unions, or freedom
fighters, which divided the world they knew,
territories, manpower and natural resources,
knowledge, and valuables. They did not and
do not pay (adequate) attention to the fact
that the area for the countries development is
limited by the Earth’s surface, that in highlydeveloped countries manpower resources
display the common tendency of ageing and
reduction of the health parameters; as well
as the fact that technological factors have
toxic character for human’s biological na6

ture, and got the form of a bomb, which can
explode in hands of its creators at any moment of time.
The utter futility of the further existence
of civilization through cities development,
and large factories construction, even in casa
of applying the most sophisticated technologies, is absolutely clear. Excessive development of cities and towns, and reduction of
people’s contacts with nature, permanent
wars, and conflicts among people and countries in general, arise from those very cities,
from the urbanism ideology, which allows
the lazier, more cunning, more blood-mind,
and unscrupulous person to win a hardworking and honest under conditions of reduction
of the social control and social solidarity in
city environment, which is very close, in its
nature, to the crowd.
Growth of planet population and toxicity of technological knowledge for the human society give ground to say that to save
humans as a biological species, it is necessary to take really radical measures such as
gradually dismount urbanistic civilization
with simultaneous construction of a new
7

well-disposed Earth civilization, which will
be constructed free from the urban crowd effect and based on positive moral virtues of
people.
It should be noted that there so sense
to look for the elements of Thomas More’s
“Utopia”, Campanella’s “Civitas Solis”,
Francis Bacon “New Atlantis”, or components of the “proletariat’s world power” of K
Marks and L. Trotsky, empire (Reich) of A.
Hitler, or the power of some “chosen” priests
(clergy).
A decision concerning urbanistic civilization dismounting must be made at the level of UN or any other organization created as
a government of the world order formation
or the “Global government”.
Moreover, it is necessary to perform
uniting of states. All types of property must
become a necessity of being rather than a
tool of enrichment. Monetary relations in
their capitalistic form should be gradually
cancelled.
In addition, it is necessary to cancel
parties, unions, and other public education
which can monopolize power in any region.
8

The armed forces, as a scalpel for removing tumours on the Earth’s surface must be
“in hands” of the Global authorities drown
by lot. Moreover, making such a global decision is not an issue of policy. It is the issue concerning human civilization survival
in general. This paper consists of the chapters, which more provide explanation of the
civilization reconstruction fundamentals
in more details, taking into consideration
moral aspects; introduction of the Order of
ranks of the new urbanisticless civilization;
formation of regions and compartments of
reasonableness on the Earth; and sufficiency
of technological transformations and education.
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CHAPTER 1
URBANISTIC NATURE OF MODERN
CIVILIZATION
1.1. Prerequisites for Urbanistic Civilization Breakdown
To understand why civilization of the
large European countries selected the Urbanization way, yet the history provides a
lot of examples when similar local civilizations or empires, like Egypt, Persian, Greek,
or Roman, which were based on the same
development principles as forms of being of
people with various ways of thinking starting from the beastliness to democracy, and
of various types of pseudo-states.
First of all it is assumed that it is necessary to compare psychophysical properties
of humans, who are the principle constructor of cities and other similar formations,
typical for people’s society, starting from
the ancient civilizations. Character of an
ancient person are being described staring
from the most ancient times – from Homer,
10

Sumerian legends, Egyptian writing, Bible
stories, Haggadah and Talmud books, letters of St. Augustine, Nestor’s chronicles,
and others, which display “positive” traits of
a human, and its Soul that can described as
many-sided. That includes, among the others, kindness, respect to other people, consciousness, etc. With that, the Soul experiences continuous straggle between its good
and “bad - negative” traits. The latter can be
described by several notions: laziness, making a hand of results of someone’s labor, parasitism, robbing, violence, absence of clemency, lie, etc. Construction of cities in the
form of a fortress, which facilitated to stand
against attacks of vagrant tribes and to save
one’s property and lives of relatives, made
it possible to concentrate people’s efforts on
developing technologies of manufacturing
walls of such fortress, and protection weapon. This was the way, how the engineers,
who also investigated various tools of trade
facilitating tribes and nations labor appeared
(here, we can detach such person as Archimedes). Nevertheless, on the base of religious faiths – pay to gods for the “normal”
11

lives of families and specific people, there
appeared variants of sacrifices represented
not only by animals or humans, but also, using money, which equivalents and exchange
were the “business” of so-called money jobbers and people who lent out money on interest; and which, in modern parlance, created the first elements of fraudulence. Later
“product-to-product” exchange-based trade
among people and towns started to be partially expulsed by monetary equivalents of
objects of such trade. Next stage was formation of various forms of parasitism through
the money turnover; rhetoric as a verbal and
legalized “umbrella” of authorities; “intellectual” services – consultation of kings and
great nobles, priest rituals and development
of cities and states legislation fundamentals.
After that there had happened a gradually
legislated separation of personal positive
contacts between persons from contacts
aimed at beneficiation with the primary of
the latters.
In principle, domination of negative person’s Soul properties became apparent in the
beginning of formation of cities as a system
12

civilization unit. Indeed, this phenomenon
can be explained by the aura of the crowd,
when an individual intellect experiences a
sharp drop under collecting a large amount
of people in one place. However, that was
true to some degree only.
A city collected people with common
targets related to protection of the health
and property; a possibility to communicate;
comfort living conditions, and a possibility
to form conditions suitable for rapid beneficiation. The human’s soul, its elements and
features have enormous energy potential in
the form of visible and invisible potentialities, as a by-product during construction of
cities, pyramids, and other projects; during
uniting people for labor up to various abnormalities which can reveal as personal or
public “infections” called revolutions or mutinies.
It can be again underlined that very often
negative traits of the human’s Soul defeat its
positive traits. It is first of all explained by
the fact that a person with positive traits of
the Soul is a kind, honest person with consciousness, who lives according to the laws
13

of a society he or she belongs to, and seeks
to justice. And a person with negative traits
of the Soul is a person, who can manipulate
using deception, cheating, and fraudulence,
who can descend to killing other people to
get profit, property, or wealth. For the latters
it is profitable to use others having such positive traits, as they are mainly usual people,
and such actions lead to profit and later on to
the wealth.
Profit is the core energy element that
pushes such people inside a society called a
city for actions.
Without cities, where both personal and
relative contacts become fragile and unreliable, such “black” traits of a character of
the Soul would not be able to have such a
wide distribution. Moreover, the historical
experience displays that powers, namely its
functions as collection of taxes for various
needs of the city, as well as for personal enrichment, made it possible to unite for the
authorities, priests, and future bankers.
Moreover, the city improved priests (religious) power, which determined the level
to which the gods help specific people or na14

tions, constructed temples, possessed land
plots, and had direct contacts with local powers and sometimes even replaced and supported it. All the abovesaid people in charge
and moneylenders liked a lot owing the money or their equivalents (gold, or other precious metals) which had small dimensions
that made it possible to easy transport them
in case of changes in government structures,
presence of conquerors, or simple transfer in
space in general. The more assets were accumulated by an individual or its family, the
less effect had the country borders or laws.
This is how a strong connection between a
city and a group of so-called bankers determining directions of its further development
suitable for their profitability and performing negating effect to moral properties of
citizens were established. There were multiple speeches concerning necessity of such
parasites and explaining the application of
a landing interest as a stimulus of progress.
Nevertheless, if say seriously, those people
did not understand, and cannot understand
up to now that their hiding of thoughts in
clouds of secrecy and conspiracy; formation
15

of economic bubbles from bills, shares, and
other similar instruments, which they perform using the city and its structures, they
weaken mental and physical potential of city
citizens, and while they (city owners) live
perfectly, they provoke euphoria and loss of
intellect, which lead to destruction of the humans’ civilization itself.
They stimulate extraction and processing of war materials by creating useless
products (goods), construct factories and
destroy them, and thus, support or dramatically reduce birth rate via diseases and the
same-sex romance, or self-indulgence, when
people do not want children, and consider
them a hindrance. Feeling the world managers they think that machines and robots will
replace all people, who dance attendance on
them. They regenerate; provoke permanent
wars of various scales; brutalize every other,
maintain continuous inheritance-based conspiracy; and are unable to understand that
the Earth globe has limited dimensions, and
it is high time to think about where the further urbanization can lead to in countries of
the whole world. Cult to the “gold idol” and
16

its residuals sunk by Moses in water as the
blood element is so-called connected to the
city, and makes no possibility to be reborn
for developing ways of maintaining the existed civilization. But may be the one-dayprospect living with no thoughts about lives
of next generations, but with money and
power keeps their eyes closed?
Further on, for better understanding all
the above listed large processes and grounds
of the person’s worst traits prevailing the
best traits, in average, in groups of people,
countries, or state unions during a war or
some pressure during the peaceful period, it
is recommended to assume, similarly with
the presence of magnetic or electric fields,
the fields of enmity, parasitism, lie, laziness,
and fields of hypocrisy; and the field of truth,
justice, respect, and hardworking – as the
fields vector and force opposite to the above
listed.
In a society, usually negative fields conquer people via public events, TV, or mass
media. In more details, their brain, and their
Soul are transformed, as well as actions of
the people are activated for fulfillment of the
17

society worst scenarios; they maintain pragmatic and monetary relation to other people,
and prevent from understanding that such
way has destructive consequences for the
both, local situations, and further prospects
of the human civilization. Such fields spread
their actions to the managerial bodies of a
country or a city, and distribute injustice and
evil. And they are primarily generated by cities and parasitizing groups of people. They
show only evil, murders, exchange, and endless triumph of superiority on the “picture
of life”. And the sources of these fields affirm that the evil, free enterprise economy,
and exploitation of honest and hard-working
people is a useful property that, under existing conditions, stimulates all systems and
organs of a person, as well as the both, of
a person as a living being and the society in
general. They affirm that it is the way they
motivate to make lazy people to work. “If
someone falls down or dies it means that it
must be like that”, “Bolivar can’t carry double” (O’Henry) – everything’s done is done
for the progress for the capital growth, and
enlargement of gross national product…
18

In free enterprise economy behaviorism and instrumentalism fields are used as
the forms of urbanism and improve notions
of stimuli and development of possibilities – skills in laboring and subordination.
However there is an opinion supported by
the authority of saint books that each person is a whole world created from on high,
and no other person is allowed to try to interfere or distort perception of this world, as
it would get rise to lots of diseases, first of
all in those, who would attempt to perform
such intervention. No matter how mystically
it may be heard. And of course, wars are appreciated by monetarists are the are the good
as its supports to sacrifice, as they seriously
explain it to mass media; they rise new wars
somehow explaining their reasons and hiding symbols, and true understanding nature
of such sacrifices, which roots go deep into
past.
Elite’s confederacy covers the whole urbanistic world with some notional strings,
and mysticism of the powers colored with
the blood of its victims make them drunk,
and seems like the eternal happiness and
19

their being “the chosen” from all other people. And they have no understanding that the
fog created by urbanism theorists prevents
them from seeing scenarios of probable ends
of this urbanistic variant of civilization and
they can face with the “Angel standing in the
sun” in realty or in some projection of their
own imagination. Features of this end were
clear to many people, thus, one should think
about probable transformations of the existed civilization or its probable dismounting
and formation of a new one more viable human civilization based on such interactions
as the kindness, consciousness, justice, and
other positive traits of the Soul.
To examine this problem at the state
level we should take, for example, the ideology of the fascist Germany, where nationalism was put on the top of the whole state
system construction. Their mottos declared
healthful mind of the nation, priority of the
Saxon-German blood, and various historic
opuses, which would allegedly confirm superexaltation of one nation above the others.
The followers performed the most thuggish
actions – killing of many thousands people,
20

and elimination of whole nations. All that
was done with the aim of enrichment or invasion of foreign lands. Many world leaders
supported this extreme position and invasion of other countries. Victims in exchange
to money. Probably, someone does not understand it clearly, but events that had place
during the last war display that pragmatism
of so-called democratic positions of many
countries can easily surpass inhumanity borders as they are initially bred by the city (urban) civilization with its negative elements
of the Soul and other similar philosophy of
profit. Capabilities of such philosophy are
contained in energy of these negative elements of the Soul. Coins melodies possess
total control of their thoughts and actions.
For the more detailed investigation of
this issue we must evaluate psychophysical
reduction of a person’s thinking inside the
human society, including a person living inside the urban overcrowded accommodation,
the so-called quasi-crowd. To understand
this process it is necessary to watch behavior of a person inside a crowd, which is his/
her most critical state in urban environment.
21

When in crowd people are at the spatially
and physically closed distance from each
other; they all become equal in intellect regardless to their personal intellect level and
social position.
It is well known that crowd’s intellect is
significantly lower that the intellect of each
on individuals that form this crowd. A person
in the crowd is capable to perform any act of
evil and violence (Gustave Le Bon), first of
all due to the ego conspiracy, that is, anonymously, as a crowd member. Moreover, we
can see extensional psycho-infection and
inability of individuals to satisfy their lowlevel needs (behaviorism) that leads to robberies and violence, which scales depend on
appetite of those, who control such “people”.
It is necessary to note high energy level
and inventiveness of a crowd in making negative actions. The crowd reveals all the nastiest and negative elements of the person’s
Soul, yet it is very hard to call a person a
human inside the crowd.
If the crowd in overextended, and instead of a crowd leader each its member gets
thoughts and ideas of a city or a state-scale
22

leader, we can see that the overextended
crowd is an urban-level settlement, and people there would have similar negative elements of the Soul, however, in some slightly
weakened variant. That means the “Law of
the crowd” can be transformed into urban
laws of the human civilization. The law of
the psycho-physiological reduction of a human inside the crowd and the urban environment is represented on the chart of Fig. 1.
Here, variant 1 is represented as a proportional decrease of the intellect level in a
small town; and variants 2 and 3 are typical
for the large cities with various population
categories, e.g., Novosibirsk, or Moscow.
The interstate relations are also effected
by psychology of a rarely and tough populated countries, which is established according to everyday living variety, possibility of
communication, and concentration of negative emotions. For example relations between the Western Europe and Russia can be
investigated not only from the nationalistic
positions, but rather from this aspect, however it requires a separate analysis.
Superconcentration of the crowd is described in the “Genesis” (Bible), where con23
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Рис. 1.

struction of the Babylon tower resulted in
madness that led to “languages separation”.
In most cases the “crowd effect” is displayed in large cities, student campuses,
army barracks, and even in traffic jams on
roads. However it should be mentioned
about use of psycho-physical properties of
large groups of people during some large
military missions, for example, during the
war of 1941-1945, about which its participants told a lot.
As the majority of soldiers and junior
officers of the Soviet Army were from rural
settlements, they could easily accept information they heard from political officers,
whose importance in the Victory was hardly
less than soldiers’. Such political officers did
not based their speeches on meaning aspect,
as it was extremely hard to perform training
on different aspects simultaneously including information concerning hard situation
at the front, family values, Motherland, or
geography immediately prior to a mission.
Such difficulty was especially obvious applicable to the temporal memory loading with
complicated terms about military-political
25

situation at the front and behind the lines;
parameters of enemies and their armament;
or historical generalization. Taking into consideration complexity of terminology and
notions, the soldiers’ long-term memory was
unable to get (evaluate) the core information,
and thus it was placed in unstable position;
and moreover, under guides (commands)
of commanders it could not accept orders
critically and weakened the organism selfprotection systems, and ability to evaluate
situation. Some veterans told about analgesic effect produced by such specific mission
preparation of soldiers prior to attacks, when
they felt no pain in case of being wounded
but rather after the attack was finished. Of
course when such wound was not deathful.
Note that this effect does not somehow
down-grades heroism of solders or minor officers on that was. If we talk about “Maidan”
in the capital of the Ukraine in 2013-2014,
actions of propagandist people had the same
effect, as reporters said, people performed
criminal acts. Very often both professional
and amateur hypnotizers, who instinctively
understand profits from such effect of the
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overloaded memory, as well as gypsies, use
it on some reasons.
All the abovesaid, to some extend confirms objectiveness of the Soul’s negative
traits reveal in cases when people live in urban civilization, which is obtains more significance in almost all countries of the Earth.
All the abovesaid, as well as the uncontrolled growth of the Erath population raise
a reasonable necessity of, one would think a
fantastic, to dismount urbanistic civilization.
It is, first of all, due to the fact that injustice and savagery in people’s relations are
built-in the urbanism by such its fundamental elements as cunning, laziness, and parasitism, which carriers are, primarily governing groups of bankers, frauds, and authors of
lying concepts that take the deceived away
from understanding that they are being deprived from all the best they have – resources, education, honesty, pride; and suggested
profit chase leads to uncontrolled population
growth and a high level of probability of
military or ecological death of civilization.
Urbanistic model of civilization deprives
people from real processes that have place
27

in Nature, and turns them into some kind of
a robot or a “free” slave, which is so much
required by global corporations under the
well-known motto “bread and circuses” supported by some charity gifts and sports entertainment events.
Various ideologies often wrapped with a
cover of religion, multiple variants of scientific concepts, life overfilled with technologies make human’s living extremely harder
and permanently sequestrates real mental
abilities. The so-called capitalism represented in the form of modern democracies, contains all principle urbanism features, probably at its last stage, with the high level of the
“free slaves” concept development, which
core features are laziness, cunning, parasitism, selfishness, etc.
Being a result of urbanism, a common
modern person that processes positive characteristics and perceives existing civilization
as the basis of justice, does not understand
his being deceived, and such contradictions
often provoke psychophysical disorders,
which are typically treated by so-called analytical psychologists. Such treatment rap28

tures positive traits of the Soul, and turns
them into the worst ones that are described
above, or lead to mental or physical suicide.
In the very beginning of its development
urbanism gave birth to capitalism and proletariat in that very sense, which was suggested by K. Marks. as once Moses established his ideas of monotheism and Torah
at the meeting of tribes under the name of
Jacob generations, so did K. Marks (being a
son of a rabbi) applied ideas of communism
to proletariat having assigned to it not only
the mission of the revolution, but also, due
to its large-scale involvement, a capability
to reconstruct the world under management
of “the chosen” ones who would form the
global communist society – the communist
civilization applying the formulae “each according to his needs”.
However, during construction of a precommunist society as a fundamental for the
future civilization, USSR and other socialistic countries faced stratification of society
with benefits and advantages for the leaders
and managers. Such stratification and plans
of the leaders to enlarge such stratification
29

via owing some property, or attempts to become aristocrats (hidden symbolism by Gorbachev), made them equal to rich people living in capitalism regime, at least, equal in
conceit. But as it is known from the Talmud,
not each person successful in trading or
working close to the state head adds mental
abilities, thus, in case of the pre-communist
society leaders, they obtained power and
wealth, however, go no mental abilities or
understanding that one can’t cut a branch
(ideology) while sitting on it. Should they
desire some more, they (Andropov as an
ideologist and Gorbachev as an executor)
in joined rage with representatives of the
western, so-called democratic capitalism,
destroyed the state itself, its industry – the
base of the USSR power, and the social pattern formed in some aspects for the profit o
common people. However, they or their followers did not get the majority of the country, but rather profit makers who waited for
the loss of power by the old incompetent
(remember “State Committee on the State
of Emergency”) elite. Some economists, for
example, John Mill, wrote that profit makers
30

are good at product redistribution for getting
more profit, yet they cannot create, i.e. manufacture it. As a result, starting from 1991
capitalism in Russia governed by Yeltsin
reminded a lot of the Pugachev’s regime, if
he (imagine this situation) would have conquered the power in modern Russia. A mystical repetition of historic events. Yet, the
Soviet Union failed to find a new Suvorov to
solve this problem.
Another well-known pre-communist
state is the Chinese variant, Deng Xiaoping
who was determined by US and other developed countries, which acted significant part
in the global hierarchy, as a manufacturer of
the global-level consumption goods, which
can smooth living of the poorest social
levels in most countries of the world. Currently, this state is much closer to the statelevel capitalism than to the pre-communist
regime, and is able to produce any range
of products; however, it possesses its own
concept of the global civilization formation,
with Chinese specificities.
Other states, from small-scale dictatorships to states that were insufficiently devel31

oped in economy, are a mixture of injustice,
internal stresses, but with large cities and
minimal amount of sanitary laws, and sanitary in general.
The modern concept of the global structure under government of one country, for
example, the US, which was suggested to
the whole world, taking into consideration
the fact that this country is the strongest
state, has large amount of disadvantages.
Strange as it may seem, the key disadvantage is the political-economic one. Together
with the huge scale of the industry potential
of the USA, we face unstable global markets
that can destroy economy and their leadership in economy and armament against the
other states produces envy and anger among
low-developed countries that is often related
to the low purchasing ability and low living conditions. Moreover, political structure
of the USA is built on the main principles
of capitalism, which mainly consists of injustice, parasitism, fraud, continuous profit
seeking, and other disadvantages, which lead
to destruction of our civilization, and which
is represented in this paper as the urbanistic
civilization.
32

Is it possible to change fundamental
characteristics of urbanism expressed in the
forms of the extreme monetarism, usurious
savagery, and anonymity in using slave labor of so-called “free” nations? Of course,
not. Creation of new capitals require presence of a large massive of slaves that consider them-selves free, and which can be
used at any month, hour for their own ends
in taxation; labor; extraction of aesthetic
ideas represented by competitions, shows;
writing, accompanied with glorification of
artists with some specific abnormalities. In
addition, pseudo-chosenness and illusion of
superiority over others, and policy of allpermissiveness intoxicates, and Money become the indulgence against any kind of sin.
The hidden idea of urbanism – monetarism,
for dozens of centuries had been breaking
citizens of England, France, Italy, Germany,
Holland, and other similar countries through
discretization of Christian valuables, and
thus had destroyed such human traits as virtues and others. Plundering so typical for
these countries in Middle Ages was reduced
to some extend after the monetarism follow33

ers realized that such plundering can be performed via monetary policy by forming industry, and provoking creation of more and
more new products. One must understand if
he really needs the faith in Christ in general?
Jewish Sadducee gave an idea of the further
direction for moving. The Soul? Its human
properties? Who would need it, if speculating on their doctrine no resurrection exists?
A person cares for making (creating) Heaven
on Earth for himself.
As it was noted before, the core principles of disorder in global arrangement are
determined at the base of urbanism, and are
contained in parasitism of the elite part of
nations of some countries; and in uncontrolled population growth, which can lead
our civilization, at my own opinion, to really
unfavorable end.
This unfavorable end is described in the
Apocalypses by St. John the Evangelist, as
a warning to the human’s civilization and
an attempt to explain people how to search
ways of civilization development based on
virtues and honesty rather than to march in
step with the “wicked”.
34

1.2. Negative Aspects of Urbanism
as the Ground of the Human
Civilization
Negative basis of urbanism are quite
distinctly described by ancient and modern
writers and politicians. In all times urban
values and futility of living in city rush were
opposed to the rural living, and namely, living in close contact with Nature, in harmony
with natural processes, change of seasons,
animal life, and continuous revival of Nature
after winter.
As it was already mentioned before, negative features of urbanism also include such
traits of the Soul as laziness, lie, envy, desire to get anything as easy as possible, life
without any expenses, possession of huge
amounts of money, which can be spent for
buying almost anything and anybody. At that,
among other people, envy was considered as
inventive power, entrepreneurial spirit, skill
to persuade other people in own superiority.
However, they do not take into consideration
the fact that cunning and adroitness more often are activated in poor and helpless envi35

ronment, in which having superiority against
others, one can obtain a product (at a low
price) manufactured by multiple people and
sell it in other environment at a higher price.
(remember glass necklaces represented to
chiefs of African states, which were used by
adventurous Europeans for exchanging to
enormous resources). A common exploitation is assigned to the level of a “great seller”
or a businessman. However such trick will
never work among other similar people as
members of this group are more protected –
they can purchase security and prevent from
any robbing or own exploitation.
Moreover, bank activity should also be
referred to negative features of urbanism, as
they primarily invest projects of those who
exploit the poorest and unprotected groups
of people. However bankers are much closer
to the power-holders as bankers invest their
projects, and can allow them-selves to use
various financial skullduggeries for robbing,
as they are protected by the army, police, and
state laws. Applicable to the profittaking, the
industry and agriculture are also controlled
by people brought into proximity with these
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two groups of parasites, and as a result they
implement “silent” robbing common people.
Notions hidden in formulas of economists of
the type “money-goods-money”, just in any
other formulas are the core for profittaking
from labor of millions of people, and make it
possible to extract, together with authorities,
their increased share from the manufactured
product value. Usually, its increased depends on the power’s envy, or on how much
this power is concentrated on military projects. By accustoming others to formulas of
their own successful living (envy) exploiters forget that they do not only give birth to
poverty only but rather stimulate growth of
population among the poorest, as their calculatings prevent them from generating population growth inside their own class. And
population growth on the Earth is one of the
key issues, which cannot be controlled by
modern urbanists. For example, calculation
of energy consumption by the US population with its further projection to the global
population provides dramatic data concerning how voracious managers of modern civilization are.
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Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of
the urbanistic civilization is continuous organization of wars and chaos targeted at receiving huge incomes not by exploiting labor
of poor people, but by using them as cannon
fodder in useless wars, which rise without
any reasonable grounds. However all wars
have another more hidden sense identified
above. Based on ancient traditions of priests,
death of innocent people in regular wars is
the sacrifice similar to sacrifices made by ancient people. To some extend such sacrifices
could be replaced by during animals, birds,
and so on. However, when investigating on
the ground of the Jerusalem Temple, where
Levites, just as the Egypt priests, conducted
their services up to the present, if stay away
from religious differences, and differences
between today pragmatics and philosophers
the contradictions between Sadducees and
Pharisee make possible to say that today’s
world is governed by Sadducees or monetarists, who managed to exclude Levites from
servicing. It seems like they consider sacrifices as the manpower resource, and the shed
blood is the human’s Soul (Leviticus), which
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contributed to increase of their capital. There
is something mystical and scaring in this. It
can be only expressed by a dire prediction
made by the John, which regularly remembers about it within the bounds of urbanistic civilization, reflected in one of the Bible
books (Apocalypse).
At the same time, pragmatic and physiological structures of the modern world in
any relations form (press) state formations
with inbuilt labyrinths for each object level
(strata acc. to Ortega y Gasset) – a citizen of
this state. As a result, “labor and light mist
from the person’s sweat evaporation, catastrophic amount of heart beats, and neuron
burning are for all those, who move along
these labyrinths”.
People like shadows are interconnected
via language and area they are connected to
by their birth, and are afraid of the armour
of laws, which is taken onto all governmental structures, and can scare anyone by his
inability to do anything. Whereas, what is
really worth being afraid of is oneself, and
use faith, songs, music, rhythms, poems, and
flowers to test both, the inner self and own
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physical body via multifaceted mirrors of
times and time.
It is possible to escape from the labyrinth, especially being in mystical mist, having a some kind of a balloon in a free flight,
to rise and to blow out under stress of understanding that there down is a life in the
form of a labyrinth, and to realize own dullness of participation in this life. The crystallized knowledge, which is evaluated by
many people according to the tonnage of
read books, without understanding principle
concepts of living, creativity; or understanding variants of teaching by others, can lead
to nowhere. Attempts to understand things
going on around oneself, discover laws and
historic incidents that govern existing environment are originated from falling down,
getting experience in divinity schools of
“bursachivanye” (acc. to N.V. Gogol), and
even after diseases or hard deception.
The same is for the pointed incomplete
understanding of laws, which sense disappear in cases, when solving simple issues,
regulating their amount, as well as the target
selection can be solved by means of wars,
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egoism, and “madness” of one’s limited
knowledge.
Construction of history by points –
events that are determined as basic and are
described multiple times, make possible for
politicians, TV or Internet makers to give
others a chance to catch the flow and interaction of groups of people, nations, technical
systems, armament, often exclamations of
“Eureka”, or evaluation of parameters of the
stars and planets located 1,000 light-years
away from us, by hands, eyes, and available
apprehension. Catch, draw using your imagination, dream, dispute, etc. …
Such “entertaining” of each other in various scales, thoughts, and prizes, groups of
people or individuals are unable to understand the core “Taboo” of the society – to be
born for the other World, which every minute
experiences reduction of the people’s artistic
potential as the God’s gift. Drug addiction,
shame, masochism, tears, technical aspects
of existence and permanent renovation make
it sometimes possible to forget about things
said above. Speculators, philosophers, and
humanisticians in general, round off notions
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up to the endless abstractions, flounder in
them or admire by the deep conceptions of
one word, figure, or their proportion. Nature
beauty, music mystery, poems rhythmicity,
combination of colors and proportions, burr
of chiefs’ multiplicity, which are available
in opposition to the dullness of life, military
motors, glamour, TV, or empty rhetoric add
aberration to existing physiological stresses,
when interneuron communication in brain
cortex, which must be discharged in case of
life ending in the form of electromagnetic
radiation to another World, interrupts.
Absence of investigations of the human’s brain, and its resources including the
subconscious in various aspects of his thinking instruments prevents from any certainties or quasi-certainty in understanding and
evaluating motions, thoughts, or bounds
relative to public relations; and attempts of
investigators to hold their notions to at least
the brain rhythms, which are more or less
obvious; and it is extremely hard to evaluate inner tensed contacts of neurons groups,
and their contact with glia, and thus, prevent
from providing any ground to separate traits
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given by parents from those given by the
God.
Great amount of the household and scientific equipment working in close vicinity
with the man’s brain, incident effects of magnetic fields, electric stimulation or rejections
in people’s communication via the “declared
word” modulation can lead to formation of
the protein herds called Humans long before
first declaration of this word.
The more words are used, the less sense
they contain. The more people are on the
earth, the less is the artistic potential of each
of them, especially when going from one expat community to another that makes variants of people’s communications to be useless.
Playing in Nostradamus and in prophets,
and generating truth for all the times in general, extremely bends brain convolutions of
a person struggling with the everyday life.
However, sometimes the mind (Soul) falls
into mystic rage, spreads, and surpasses limits of physiological borders by catching other similarly spreading mind facets of others,
and experiences light admiration of the fact
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that definitely he is not worse than any other
people. At that he goes to sleep filled with
secret thoughts try to explain something to
him and others he can meet in his dreams.
Sometimes dreams turn into the reality, become more real than the reality itself, and
stimulate the deja vu effect that repeats and
mixes dreams and reality. And thus, a person
get a life, which main stimulus is how to get
back to the dream, which more filled with
colors and various participants than existing
reality …
At that such people never feel ashamed
of the fact they are somehow connected by
the ropes to bushes of their dreams, to their
oblivion especially, and then they lose the
notion of the honesty and consciousness itself.
All the above are the element of probable
barbarizing of a person among large massive
of city inhabitants or inside the so-called urbanism civilization.
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1.3. Basic Elements of the Human’s
Soul Having Priority in Urbanistic
Civilization
Inner intentions of a human, being subjective or hidden, are projected to the outer
reality as definite certain solutions. Inner
generation of intentions can be determined
by the “divine spark” or genetic parameters
of the human’s physiological structure, raising, environment, and multiple other effects on a person via laws and changes in
the society, transformation of one state into
another, such stressed situations as hunger,
was, foreign environment, reveal of the inner Ego before the outer world, as well as its
reaction. Such inner generation of decisions,
its real nature, is covered with lots of layers
of mystical interpretations, and is sometimes
called the Human’s Soul, in which inner motivation of the supposed and real actions can
be observed, and reflected in eyes, words,
voice pattern, motions of hands and legs, facial and body mobility, hair, glance, neuronglial structure of cortex, and the reception
system. And again, almost everything can be
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expressed in such words as kindness, honesty, consciousness respect to other people
that are positive features of the Soul.
However, there are negative features
such as laziness, lie, attraction to pleasures,
deception, and willing to parasitize. Currently, all these features have lost their definite
meanings and understanding of their borders
due to their mixing, and play-acting in societies of politicians, mass media representatives, writers, poets, and many other famous
people, who sell and transform positive features of their souls into negative features,
and thus, destroy themselves and others. But
all the above contains energy wrapped in
positive traits, which is irradiates by negative features of the Soul outside, to the society that leads to significantly terrible consequences in the form of the lie, violation, and
so on.
We can examine the human’s Soul from
various aspects. However, in this work we
are going to investigate Soul elements in
both categories – positive, like kindness,
honesty, hard-working, respect to others,
tenderness, mercy, and other; and negative –
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laziness, cunning, absence of honesty, indifference to other’s sorrows, cheating, deception, and other similar elements. The good
and the bad are seemed to be decoded easily,
as reading of spiritual and classical literature
helps to reveal hidden and evident struggle
of positive and negative elements of souls
of various historically significant and common people. Energetics of features of positive and negative soul elements has a high
potential in case of its implementation in the
society. Moreover, combination of the peoples groups with similar Soul features makes
it possible to enforce this potential, or bring
the society to victories or defeats. As an example, we can take Germany at the period of
Hitler, when peoples union based on superiority of one nation put humanity into catastrophe. There can be other examples taken
from ancient times and Middle Ages, such as
part of Joan of Arc in the Anglo-French war.
However, it should be noted that soul features described above do not include physical implementation of these elements, which
were the aim of searches conducted by Aristotle and other ancient speculators. And if in
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those ancient times negative features of the
Soul were implemented in robbing, indifference to problems of other people, and so on
going along the time scale, the close to our
time we see, the more distinct is implementation of the Soul negative elements implementation in the form of capitalism created
as a systems for “silent” robbing other people as an exchange to a piece of bread and
entertainment.
From the earliest time cities and towns
constructed in the form of a fortress learned
to use such Soul negative features as the
lie, cunning, dishonest and so on via instruments of exchange – money, as well as the
instruments for money changing to bills, and
shares. That was especially popular among
money hangers in the Jerusalem Temple for
paying shekel tax and other taxes, and traders in Phoenician cities (Carthage), who
widely used honesty of other people, especially rural population. One should note that
cunning is often suggested as a positive feature of the Soul, for example Odyssey from
Homer poems; it stipulated creation of an
aphorism “Beware of Greeks bearing gifts”.
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The city being a society had been forming
and keeps on forming its valuables, which
hide its primary priorities – “silent” robbery,
injustice, lie, exploitation of other’s labor
force, and laziness. Ancient law-makers of
cities of Babylon, Egypt, Greece, and Rome
continuously struggled with these, so-called
negative processes using laws, and almost
every time became winners.
Victory of the Soul negative features
was especially clear during development of
construction designs and further cities functioning, however, their domination can be
somehow explained by a quantitative factor,
i.e. according to the following formulae: the
more people collaborate together the more
they get possibilities to avoid social labor,
and thus, they receive more time for “actuating” mechanisms of the Soul negative features. In few words, “quantity transforms
into quality” (Hegel), here amount of people united into towns and cities – fortresses
leads, in addition to positive effects, such
as protection against various enemies, elements of comfort, and a possibility to help
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each other, to creation of various negative
features described above.
Moreover, the power – management
authorities, which very often turned into
authorities that manage not only cities, but
also states (for example, the Rome) received
special meaning. Authorities created as the
management of the property protection,
continuous preparation to wars, education,
and rehabilitation of cities population, very
often in case of their election or accroachment by tyrants, turned due to greedy of the
confidents, into tools of injustice, predatory
wars or cruel exploitation of population of
their own cities and states. They applied almost similar violence they addressed to the
enemies, to their own people, especially in
civil conflicts. Struggle for power in cities
and countries opened the way for receiving profits due to demagogy (lie), fraud, and
killing, that is the most negative features of
the human’s Soul.
In most cases such negative features defeat positive features because a just, honest
person, who lives according to laws, work
hard, and wins his daily bread in the sweat
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of his brow. He has no time to evaluate the
Good or the Bad, as even the clear Good
was replaced by the Bad with light colors of
Good. Energy of Evil, as a spiritual characteristic, typically, has the enormous potential
an urban environment, which, in most cases
exceeds the potential of the Good. Conspiracy and unification of powers targeted at receipt of public product through skullduggery
and frauds are mainly related to the worst
people, who set the worst elements of the
Soul to the root of their lives. People with
positive features are typically distributes and
hope for the justice of authorities and kindness of their neighbors…
Summarized notions of the Soul selected
during a very long time, such as equality,
fraternity, democracy, etc., consist of two
or three elements of the Soul, or are derived
from their meaning with lots of inaccuracies
that cause their indistinctness. As a result,
such notions become public urbanistic notions, and sometimes fully lose their initial
meaning.
Formation of the urban living style
placed into urbanism as the mass ideology,
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its basic elements of the human’s Soul such
as laziness, cunning, deception, parasitism,
and fraud, which carriers are primarily ruling classes (groups seized the power) –
bankers, money-lenders, large shareholders
who form false concepts of economic living
aimed at extracting resources that determine
education sufficiency for public and quality
of manpower (slaves). Creation of such notions as capitalism in cooperation with proletariat (Marks) is the main achievement of
urbanism pragmatists expressed in ides of
communism represented as a ground of the
modern civilization.
In the meantime, the slavery (person’s
mancipation) was finally transformed under
free travel of the human resource “from one
piece of cheese to another” that it’s a person was transformed into a “free” slave. As
it turned out, proletariat power can be easily
transformed into indefinite forms of capitalism, like Sweden socialism or the communist regime in China, as the author supposes
all that is one and the same derivative of
urbanism. Is it possible for the urbanism as
the human civilization, transform into any
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derivative containing positive features of the
human’s Soul? It is quite a rhetorical question. Of course, not.
There are some evidences to prove it.
If try to describe a birth of a human, people, or societies applicable to actions or time
duration using standard rational formulas is
so improbable, so having evaluated and understood that perception of each individual
is submersed inside the irrational way of
designating several episodes that had place
in life of this individual. At that all structural
items of living lose their outlines. People’s
receptors testing their deficiencies, envelope
with their tentacles and stick to the individual’s brain; and very few people are capable
to escape from them. With the course of time
the society gradually conquers the space by
placing nets with such “sticking ropes”. It
is almost impossible to escape as the society, according to the following suppositions,
possesses all characteristics of a crowd including a set of members with the maximal
volume of negative.
One story tells about a lost child. A lot
of people were looking for him, and after he
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was found, people surrounded him and due
to the common fatigue, they shouted on the
child, and their parents using abusive language. The next scene should be represented
in details. The child’s face is becoming red,
and his parents’ – gray. Mother babbled excuses and gratitude for the help. The child
was overfilled with understanding the he
“is just lonely in the whole world”, yet he
was unable to cry. Faces of his rescuers that
were more frightening that Bosch’s pictures
in dynamics of changes and physiological
grimaces were scaring the child. The sky
around them became suddenly dark, and the
lightning powerfully struck several times.
That was how the child obtained understanding of “the good”.
Moreover, we can tell how the evil came
to Joseph son of Jacob, and then turned into
the Good for the entire family of patriarch
in Egypt. This Bible example is meaningful,
yet the evil committed by Joseph’s brothers
can be detached from events happened after,
and in this case the evil will remain the evil.
One can investigate global meaning of the
happened, and in this case it is necessary to
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mention about the Providence, which saves
separate people who contribute their share
into both, significant and negligible events
on the Earth. Thus, repainting of the Bad
into the Good and vice versa has place everywhere in the society, and sometimes it is
almost impossible to separate one from another.
While considering the issue related to
the goal of the surrounding world creation,
as well as the birth of a human as a rational being taking into consideration the history of the viewed time period free from
distortions or politic interests, one can see
that it is extremely hard to determine this
goal, and establish the part of the humanity
is almost impossible. Speculations, and few
clarifications represented in papers of the famous authors only make it possible to tell
about certain limits in mental capabilities of
a human. Explanations that only rough unsmoothed language often full of controversies and polyphonic opinions can be used for
interpreting world order concepts to make it
understandable imply that anything should
be discussed maximally carefully and cau55

tiously. To tell and to define something is
extremely risky for each other person. And
more often, a group of people or a crowd
is that who generally makes more specific
words, which were not pronounced directly,
it is them, who solve issues of the state and
the world order development.
Impulsive of subconscious, which ideas
reveal at a specific point of the word shell
produced by the crowd, can suddenly define
some code word by someone’s unexpected
phrase. The directional pattern of the brain’s
electromagnetic radiation has the form of a
sphere, and when in a crowd radiation from
many people can merge into something united possessing strong affection properties.
This can explain the “crowd effect” and its
consequences – urbanism with their negative features. And this rises a next question
– what is the crowd and its actions – is it the
progress or the regress?
These bounds of extreme uncertainty,
which can be compared with information
about the outer space, without application of
criticism to the laws of this order, and the
survey parameters formulas, and without a
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deep sight inside himself as a subject, and
individual can easily fail to recognize him.
And thus, there is even a higher probability
to fail with all other described above!
Super-generation of modern distorted
notions displays that with the existence of
humans in this new time in capitals and large
cities, negative features of the Soul obtained
so tremendous uncontrolled wild forms of
global corporations, banking systems, and
mass media giants participating in global
transformations of states and the world in
general, so no features of the urbanistic civilization rehabilitation can be discovered.
Almost absolute pragmatism based on
“our souls are where our money is” leads
human civilization to the no-return point.
At least the existing reliance on capitalism,
market notions, inhumanity, and pseudo-selectiveness totally hides the Soul behind the
first notions, and Calvinism, in its extreme
point of understanding selectiveness without
any logics of formation and grounding, is
mainly based on the Souls negative features,
and thus humiliates essence of Christianity.
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1.4. Excessiveness and toxicity
of the Research and Technology Product
in Terms of the Urbanistic civilization
Generation of knowledge in terms of
the urbanistic order makes it possible for
the riskful living in cities with high concentration of energetics, transport, and sewerage – all together called “conveniences”, to
constructively suggest people a not interconnected public living in groups free from
understanding each other. It is especially
typical or the American version of urbanism.
Having detached into the branch of “economic religions” and creating churches of all
its possible variations, they, being the theorists of the modern chaotic urbanism exclude
them all from understanding fundamentals
of Christianity using idea of selectiveness
for “money-bags” rather than for the name
and the image of Jesus Christ. They draw
everyone nearer to concepts of exchange,
bank, financial instruments, shares, etc.
having isolated humans from spirituality as
the base of positive features of the human’s
Soul. Various technological novelties such
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as telegraph agencies, email, and information control means made a person lose their
inner own world, and turned him into a slave
with the “helmet of freedom” on his head
that controls each person individually according to the “specific life schedule”.
This is why any brain and mind surveys,
as well as possibilities that can be disclosed
under such control over a person or people
free from any criticism of the good and the
bad; or creation of a “technical” brain are
extremely dangerous. Only after appearing
of the mixed-type nations, like robots and
controlled people capable to achieve lots of
labor deeds others will realize the draw-back
of the fact that by creating and multiplying
through digging deep inside the ground for
manufacturing all varieties of products the
humanity can lose its creative potential and
sense of living. And there will be no one to
determine the Good and the Evil.
Scientists and technology-connected
businessmen turned into the Guru, who support confusing people with various theories,
enlargement of mental outlook, and creation
of pseudo-truth. Groups of scientists obtain59

ing endless ratings participate in managing
states and the world by means of indistinct
theories, and support to each other, always
remembering about their wallets.
“Dark matter”, atom’s models, specific
theory of relativity, colliders, endless talks
and articles concerning the Universe, and
so on. Thus, an opinion of one or two persons turns into arguments, about which the
unskilled majority has no time to think of;
however, mechanisms of mass media spread
them all around the world. It is especially
typical for “information” scientists that
serve authorities and inflict mental damage
to tremendous amount of people.
Other scientists working in the real activity branch create for corporations and
government lots of novelties aimed at facilitating labor, recreation, or national security,
they produce useful products as it may seem,
however, hardly someone can accurately
evaluate consequences of applying such
products by a person or human population
in general.
Nevertheless, in terms of today’s capitalism, as one of the monetary economics form,
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each invention has much more chances to be
used to their detriment rather than to the benefit of people.
All and any developed technologies can
be used by engineers for manufacturing
“products” for their own degeneration and
“positive” bashing, in case of breaking rules
of the urbanism.
The time management via electronic
systems makes it possible to shift biological rhythms, and thus effect life duration.
Mass media always helped to control free
slaves through creating a range of “obscurities” with distribution of perception, in some
cases with dissipation of its notions meanings of represented news, and information
in general. Goebbels’s speeches are subject
of the embryonic sophistication of sense and
the level including mental valuables if compared with the today’s effect of electronic
systems to the mind and life of a human.
Scientific and technological inventions
lead to creation of the “butter mountains and
wine lakes” made from the pseudo-products
full of sweeteners and aroma compounds
hiding main almost waste products (similar
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to cats and gods food). The formulae of today’s monetarists – “only living on the edge
is real living”. While artificially generated
catastrophes, plagues, viruses, and infections are distributed at the level of readiness to apply bacteriologic weapon, which
fact still makes it possible for the chosen to
control multi-billions population. Laws development and application for the sake of
business pushes the entire civilization to the
razor edge. It is especially true for artificial
products, cloning, use of the gen engineering
as the children “construction bricks” game,
reduction of oxygen content in air during its
burning by aircrafts and spaceships, creation
of ozone holes, with simultaneous destructions of woods and lots of animals, which
determine variability of the living world.
All the above complete the negative image
of the scientific-technical “development” effect on approach to the “peaceful” end of the
capitalism– monetarism and the human civilization existence.
In general it is possible to say about the
science “toxicity” for all living beings existing in the modern life of a human. It is obvi62

ous that any positive achievement in scientific researches has a multifaceted negative
result either, which leads to a probability of
disappearing not only the “pastures of Heaven” on the Earth, but also the life itself, including existence of human as a biological
species. In addition to fumes from factories
tubes, toxicity of knowledge and technological breakthroughs breaks the person by removing him away from sense and solemnity,
and well as by reducing positive features of
his Soul that were discussed before: honesty,
tenderness, and humanism in general, which
even more induces negative elements of urbanism.
And monetarism via the power the technological achievements transforms urbanism in the most cruel system of suppression
for not only the person’s individuality, but
also the capability of living for many millions of people.
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1.5. Prospects and terms
of the urbanistic civilization existence
Development of the urbanistic base of
the civilization towards the severe competition, humiliation of the controlled groups
of people, and continuous intensification of
processes in people’s lives aimed at increasing potential of each person using negative
motivations and similar Soul elements or
taking into consideration the human’s psychology for centuries retained generations
of various nations in physical and mental
tension due to the survival possibility issues. The core mechanisms of such development are initiation of catastrophes, wars,
everyday-life deficiencies, infections, nation
transfer, alcoholism, drug abuse, formation
of “dog-eat-dog” situations, and other similar processes covered by a blanket of technological and space wonders, or merging sexes
into a one united creature according to the
Plato’s idea. Nevertheless, the civilization
“running” under such conditions faces a wall
of the Earth’s population growth restrictions,
limitation of resources, educational feed64

back reducing mental potential of each human up to the level of the one who controls
or manages at a definite moment of time. If
such potential of an individual exceeds defined limits, society conditions formed by
monetarists must “help” him or her to “low
such potential to the standard level” though
burning in the fire, releasing head from the
body, or placing into mental hospitals. The
positive trends in urbanistic civilization development include a possibility to perform
information attacks that provide “smothering” of military catastrophes’ and natural
disasters’ dimensions or amount of died
people to some extend; as well as to discuss
issues of the global justice formation, which
will be able to reduce negative trends related
to disproportional distribution of food products, services, and energy components.
It can also be noted that nations who
inhabit the Scandinavian Peninsula, Turkic
steppes, jungles, or deserts of Africa, and
possess such features as ease in communication, honesty, respect to aged people, and historical tenderness regularly pierced into pervert cities of the Europe, Egypt, or the Near
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East. As a result, the urbanism, its dissipation, and dishonesty, actually almost always
crushed positive elements and Soul valuables of the arrived nations. Such processes
are very similar to mathematical multiplication: “plus and plus give the plus, and plus
with minus give minus”, that is when a positive society meets another positive society –
their merging creates positive effect, while
if negative features of an urbanism based
society are considered as positive features
for another society, they result into negative
system, it can be both a city or a state; and
there is no difference in who is a winner and
who is a looser (provided such merging had
place during a military campaign): for example, Macedonia that lived in the positive
aura within its own borders, mainly worked
in agricultural sector, and had positive features of the state order, conquered Greece,
Far East, and Egypt government and under
control of Alexander Makedonsky why being brought up by Aristotle easily obtained
the worst negative elements of urbanism,
such as dissipation, crookedness, lie, cunning, and social parasitism. Similar to the
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abovesaid Germanic tribes conquered edges
of the Rome Empire, however they easily
lost everything they ever had.
Except for the Christianity with its positive achievements and positive evaluation of
the Soul features spread within the borders
of the Rome Empire, the Germanic tribes
would not have been able to reserve positive elements cementing their society for so
long. The city and greed for gain had been
breaking all the best in the Germanic tribes
for very long time. A burst of people’s wrath
against urbanistic ideas in Germany, Switzerland, and France under leadership of M.
Luther, Calvin, or Zwingli was the attempts
to destroy negative urbanistic fundamentals,
some which were accepted by the Catholic
Church. Special revolt was trigged by the
sale of indulgences – papers excusing all
and any sins. However after Luther met representatives of the trade and industry groups,
dukes and princes of Germany, he formulated a phrase, which can be pronounced
as “Mind is a dog that should be kept under the bench…” And that implies that sensibility and kindness are not the ground for
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constructing a “progressive” society. Capitalism being the ground for monetarism was
already accelerating and became a winner
by leaving aside sentimentality and positive
features creating inside the Soul. Capitalism
was looking for a structure of its development that would be convenient for the use;
and it managed in this search. This final version of the search is called the “city”.
While examining the human civilization development at the current stage under
terms of urbanization, the prevailing authorities should determine the time period such
civilization can exist under various ways of
its functioning. For example, one of such
ways is establishment of global laws and
formation of global government. Never a secret one, which would base on one country
only, for instance, USA, but a common for
all governments, and probably established
by means of UN that will make it possible
to determine resources and food quotes for
every man in the world. This way supposes
preserving the capitalism as the ground of
civilization, yet having changed of its form.
It is obvious that such established government must also form birth-rate quotes,
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quotes for industrial production, as well as
for the living space of the states, which will
be obliged to obey the “Head Government”.
It will also be responsible for pacifying all
and everyone even by means of some force
actions. In this case stimulation of the individual’s development should be performed,
where possible, by getting a specific consumption and education rank. To do that all
population of the Earth should obtain some
definite rank since birth, as well as a possibility to obtain a specific quote for education
set by such rank.
Having cancelled states’ competition
by the suggested way, the global government must promote capitalistic competition
among corporations, companies, or universities by means of determination of taxes on
consuming resources, water, air, or food per
each employee, within encouraging introduction of robot substituting people on hard
works. Health centers must provide similar
services within the entire world, however
with consideration of the birth-rate reduction
in total. The global government must also
separate people according to the life-time for
each rank. At that such global government
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can be elected by lot from representatives of
all regions among people with a specifically
determined rank.
The expected existence period of such
reconstruction of the urbanistic civilization
can amount to several hundred years under
terms of the optimistic scenario and optimal
transformations.
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1.6. Variants for the modern
civilization lifetime enlargement
Variants of the civilization transformations described above may be not new, however even their implementation can fail due
to resistance of some countries on ideological, religious, environmental, or any other
grounds, it is especially typical for the states
possessing the nuclear, chemical, or bacteriological weapon, or the great human resource. Probably, many power representatives still did not realize that the Earth is a
considerably small sphere with very limited
area and resources, and it is the high time to
make important decisions relative to the further “preservation” of the existing position
for the humanity elite and all nations.
There can be selected a variant of formation similar to that of the “New Atlantis” on
a preliminary selected ground elite land plot
(island) with a powerful military protection,
establishment of the own specific regime and
performing procedure aimed at reduction of
the other states power. To do that it would
be necessary to transfer all hi-tech manu71

facturing to the “New” Atlantis by so-called
“burning” all the advanced technologies of
other countries.
By developing this New Atlantis only
and regulating situation in other parts of the
world using the up-to dated technologies,
the “chosen” inhabitants can and will significantly exceed other people in intellect,
industry, and public health. In fact, the other
countries having performed the situation
evaluation, can start wars by attacking this
New Atlantis. At the same time, such way
of rescuing the civilization can be called the
“return to the Heavens” for the chosen however with unpredictable consequences.
Another, the more fantastic variant is a
travel of the elite part of population together
with the advanced industry to the Moon or
the Mars, with further establishment of admissible living activities. This variant is also
the optimal in the case if there is any global
catastrophe on the Earth; as then existence
of some the biological material part from
Earth together with the human species will
be saved in the Solar system.
In addition to the abovesaid to save the
human population and the environment there
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can be formed underwater cities for moving
large amounts of people, industrial sector,
and life-supporting systems there.
The last two variants will make it possible to preserve people at least as some “Professor Dowell’s heads” (Belyaev) and nature
elements in case of a space object attack to
the Ground, or as a solution of negative consequences after some armed conflicts (e.g.,
nuclear catastrophe), as well as earthquakes,
volcanic activity, or loss of the Earth’s atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPT OF THE GRADUAL
TRANSFER FROM THE URBANISTIC CIVILIZATION TO ITS MORE
STABLE
2.1 Plan Of The Current Civilization
Urbanistic Order Dismounting
As the previous chapter substantiated
fatality of the current civilization existence
under the urbanism concepts, here we will
attempt to suggest a plan of dismantling this
structure formed in the negative elements of
the people’s desires and his Soul. Seems like
the things and principles had been forming
by centuries are pretty hard to be broken,
however it is really easy to do it psychologically when one realizes that anyway everything will be destroyed by a chaotic gesture
of those who understood the sense of authorities – the top bankers of that very country,
or those who are just unsatisfied with the
current situation on resources distribution in
various countries. Thus, the author suggests
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that today’s leaders should develop a plant
of rather modification than a destruction of
the urbanistic civilization with simultaneous
construction of a new civilization supporting wider population distribution, birth-rate
reduction, and so on as it was represented in
the text above.
First, to launch developing of such plan
it is necessary to consolidate elite of the toprated states and determine actions necessary
to implement this plan.
Second, it is necessary to adopt principle
documents of politic reorganization of all
states, and graduate and full cancellation of
all and any country borders.
Third, it is necessary to form mobile
force troops (army) to liquidate probable
strikes and riots in any point of the Earth.
Forth, it is necessary to establish the temporal global government that will control all
transformations and people’s living on Earth
with differentiation of control functions in
various regions and at various levels applicable to the situation.
Fifth, it is necessary to develop the Order of ranks for all population of the Earth
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depending on the intellect level and positive
qualities providing a possibility to moving
to a higher rank due to the importance his or
her actions and society weight.
Sixth, it is necessary to arrange the global financial system based on the conception
of an interest-free money loans for projects
required for a specific region of the Earth.
Seventh, it is desirable to construct a
new educational system, form a commission
that will determine sufficiency of available
knowledge and level of scientific achievements, and adjust them towards the reasonable application, including evaluation of
“wicked” tendencies and a probability of
their use under new terms.
Eighth, establish the election system
based on the “by-lot concept”, which will be
used for annual election of the Earth Government with the authorities’ job rotation
principle.
Ninth, determine “regions of sufficiency” on the Earth with further establishment
of specific requirements to each of them
based on the population amount, required
resources, and amount of authorities.
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Tenth, establish a system of education
and a language that will be common for the
entire planet. With the time duration all national languages would turn into “family
languages”.
Eleventh, create the “positive control”
system for managing events in each “region
of sufficiency”.
Twelfth, substantiate and if possible, cultivate a unified religion described above taking into consideration the long-term period
of adaptation to everything new so typical
for people, and to exclude formation of any
cults and discrepancies in its interpretation.
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2.2. Characteristics of a “region
of sufficiency” of a new civilization
This section provides examination of the
“region of efficiency” core characteristics.
Its main characteristics are distributional
living of people within the space dedicated
to them including land, water, mountainous
and deserted areas, and quantity of people
(families) living in a such separated region.
In addition to that each “region of efficiency” must obtain specific resource quotes.
The distributed living must be determined
using a special scheme developed for each
specific region. The core idea is that each
settlement should not have more than 5 ÷ 10
of individual houses, for example, similar
constructions. Interconnection between such
buildings can be provided by means of the
roads, air travel, and electric communication
systems. Power supply, public health and
education systems should be developed so to
take account of interconnection with a great
number of such settlements. No capitals or
other affluent cities. Settlement inhabitants
would work with the ground, resources ex78

traction, and processing applicable to needs
of the regions established by the central
global government.
Resources sufficiency for the region
should be determined based on the people’s
population and be planned by the “Centre of
resource supply” connected with the global
government.
People’s everyday living should be simple and not aggravated with any choleric
actions of so-called “uncommon people”,
which are so valuable in our today’s civilization. “Convulsions” of such people represented as some “nonstandard thinking”
must be normalized and, just as the whole
life of regions’ inhabitants, regulated by the
“Living Regulations”, which should contain
everything set by the laws adopted by the
global government.
Ranks (their level) assigned by citizens
of such regions should be given based on
the loyalty to the Regulations, competence
knowledge, and their participation in the
“region of sufficiency” management. Heads
of such region should also be elected for 1 ÷
3 years.
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Education expenditures per each inhabitant of such “region of sufficiency” should
be determined on the ground of the principle
of “sufficiency” for everything that can be
required for a person.
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2.3. Reconstruction of the religious
(spiritual) order during civilization
fundamentals transformation
As it was already said before, without
spiritual basis forming Souls components,
which are ranked by public priorities, a human, being a psychophysical object with
certain algorithms of the neuron-glial fields’
structures of brain, will not exist. The history
experienced a number of various religious
concepts (systems) some of which fundamentally dominated in states’ living and exist till now. The basic variant of Christianity
(prior to 1054), being a complicated system
of conducting everyday rituals, a great number of saints, or monks, is also the basis of
the spiritual life for the most states. With the
development of capitalistic relations, in 1517
M. Luther and his followers used the “thesis” propaganda idea to simplify religious
fundamentals of Christianity. “Economic
efficiency” of the church adjustment, availability and possibility for each person to address to God, made it possible for the Christian revolutionists to solve two tasks – sepa81

rate from the dictate of Rome – the city sunk
in sins, its negative affections; and release
additional time for themselves and their assistants for further technological transformation of the world and personal enrichment.
Their (protestants’) opinions coincided or
came extremely close to position of Sadducees (Hebrew cult), which does not believe
that died people will resurrect at some certain moment of time and, probably, having
been transformed by centuries this cult developed the monetarism concept, which later
conquered the whole business world and has
been still governing it till now. Due to technological fundamentals development travel
vectors of the monetarism and the capitalism
coincided somewhere in the 16th century,
and further have been continuing their moving united till now. The Catholic Church,
first, dropped a little behind; however, today
it turned into the church supporting monetarists. It has also become one of the monetarism ideologists.
Different aspects of understanding the
“chosenness” by various reformed churches
all come to the same thing: “the chosen one
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is that who has much money”. And it does
not matter at all how he or she obtained
them, how many people (souls) did he or she
destroyed during earning his capital.
Within the period from 1054 till today
concepts of the Orthodox Church experienced some transformation, however they
still are based on the ancient ceremonies,
as well as on the mystical understanding
of the Trinity, the Blessed Virgin, or saints.
To my opinion, this religion is much closer
to understanding the essence of the distributed civilization. Another religion is the Islamism, which core ideas are represented
in the Koran and its legends. Islamism is a
younger religion and continuously increases
its human potential that is dynamic yet limited on affecting technological aspects of the
civilization order.
Buddhism, Shintoism, Daoism, or Confucianism that are based on absolutely different religiosity principles, are more often
connected with national traits of corresponding states; however during last years they
regularly participate in modification of the
global technological relations.
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Religions represented above, their connection to states, especially to the technological reconstruction of the civilization should
elaborate the unified spiritual power necessary for the both, today’s civilization during
its reconstruction, and the future formation
with the aim to eliminate any negative features of the existing civilization, such as
population growth, technological-industrial
overload, resources deficiency, i.e., remove
all those discrepancies, which lead to the
global consequences of the nuclear, biology,
or chemical affection of the modern civilization that can destroy everyone.
Indeed, reconstruction of multiple religious spiritual settings of various nations
is a very complicated task; nevertheless it
is a critical component of such reconstruction improving its viability. It is either obvious that such reconstruction should be performed during two or three generations after
making a decision concerning dismounting
fundamentals of the urbanistic civilization.
However the new issue that arose in grounding concept of the new global religion that
will be able to touch heart of every person,
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and restrain even the most vile thoughts of
people, is understanding that the Nature
must be the base of the everyday living and
life of people. This concept should be developed during the nearest years and be adopted on the global conference (Congress,
convocation) of religious communities, as
well as also adopted by a global authority,
probably by UN of the global government,
which must be already formed by that time.
According to this concept the core basic settings are the honesty, agreeableness, respect
to each other, and other positive features of
the human’s Soul will be the basis of the new
civilization.
Probably the reader of this paper would
smile looking on these lines: indeed, the
global history is quite familiar with attempts
to implement similar ideas, for example to
establish fraternity, equality by the French
revolution; establish equality in economics
and everyday life by October revolution in
Russia, in both cases such “modification”
ended by the guillotine, or civil wars with
death of millions ordinary people.
However, the suggested transfer from
multiple various religious ideas to the one
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and the unified one requires unification of
people’s thinking as presence of various settings of various existing religions lead not
to the nonstandard thinking but rather to local and evil wars that destroy countries and
separating nations. And, if such unification
is performed gradually and reasonably, with
stepped affecting people minds by means
of TV, and mass media, stimulation of such
transfer should be performed through ranging and supporting “pioneers” of the new religious existence.
Conduct of surveys in developing religion’s concepts settings requires establishment of a special center that would form
public opinion and the concept itself. Idea of
religion based partyness must be definitely
eliminated. All and any competitiveness and
discussion related to religion should have inner nature to eliminate risk of wars only, and
can by maintained only among people generating such fundamental concept.
Issue of new religious settings is either
acute due to the fact that currently the Western Europe, USA, Canada, and most other
well-developed catholic countries lose their
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religiosity, which is gradually substituted by
subcultures similar to polytheism of the Ancient Rome. At that, the Islamic states move
towards the more radical variants of the Islamism, which cause a number of tragedies
both inside such countries and outside them.
Dogmatic struggle of the Sunni and Shiite
branches of Islamism also aggravate situation in the Near East and the Euro-Asiatic
continent.
In the meantime eastern religions of
such states as China, India, and other adjacent countries, knowledge can be obtained
through nuances of communicating with
adherent of different faith that reduces any
possible international conflicts. Taking into
consideration the fact of multi-religiosity
typical for many countries, the profit-makers often provoke critical situations in such
states. Monetarists’ policy, namely increase
of the human resources and the “divide et
impera” motto stipulating extraction of the
“gold” currently possess the principle spiritual value. Majority of such conflicts, under
change of technological and economic orders can be settled if a new unified religion is
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introduced, first, without destructing existed
religious settings and their replacement with
new global concepts defined in this paper
as the civilization of sufficiency. Gradually
during decades proper accentuation by mass
media and international meetings of leaders
can unify opinions of many and many nations.
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2.4. Formation of the antiurbanism
philosophy
To implement the large-scale activity on
preservation of humans as one of the biological species with neutralization of negative
tendencies loaded to the urbanism and constructed on the worst features of the Soul, it
is necessary to develop a philosophy or at
least its ground, which would make it possible to substantiate all approaches of society transformation within the global scale; as
well as explain the target of such transformation – why humanity needs a new world and
a new civilization.
One of the main principles of this new
philosophy is that the “evil” bases of the
capitalism and the urbanism using negative
Soul’s features such as the lie, fraud, dishonesty, no decent society can be created; as
the Evil is the foundation of this “building”,
which forms the extremely unstable construction, and replacement of such urbanism
“foundation” with its philosophy of phantasmal profit deception requires tremendous efforts.
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Another core thesis relates to the economy, it says that uncontrolled growth of the
planet’s population and limited resources
can put the nations to inability of solving
simple tasks related to everyday living support. Here, it should be noted that uncontrolled population growth is a threat that can
cause ethnic alterations in various countries,
which in their turn can provoke global war
and death of the population majority with radioactive contamination of the residual part
of the human civilization. And who knows,
probably that can become “a ground” for
forming a new organic oil-bearing layer
from the residuals of human flesh for the
next post-war peoples’ or humanoids’ formation.
Next, is the excessive prevalence of technological achievements applied in household
activity or national defense, which are concentrated in hands of the urbanism followers; and the latter can easily lose control over
the complicated technical systems in case of
any serious crisis, which will turn cities into
waste landfills, and probably, to corruption
of industry or goods exchange.
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The first thesis gives a clear idea of the
fact that the energy of the Soul’s negative
features has the both the induced and contemplated features (elements) of the Soul,
and those that can arise under new circumstances, especially under effect of urbanism,
from the secret corners of the Soul, which
negative potential cannot be properly assessed for today.
The second thesis reveals that the urbanism “sees” the only one way to reduce the
population growth that is elimination of the
“waste” part of the Earth’s population using
wars, conflicts, chemical, bacteriological, or
other ways of physical affection.
And based on the third thesis it can be
concluded that the more complicated are the
technological appliances around the civilization “top managers”, the larger is the risk that
energy of their actions will have destructive
nature, and thus, the more dangerous and the
higher is the probability of implementation
of such actions.
These three core theses explain the deadend for the current civilization development. While evaluating chances of existence
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of such civilization for more 100 years, it
should be noted that complicity of its technological arrangement will rise by tens, or
even hundreds times, that is the mess of
stone jungles would cover the entire planet,
and groups of rascals would search and hunt
for the food, clean water, or clean air. All
that, or better say, elements of such future
are already represented in so-called “disaster
films” made by USA, Europe or Russia.
All the described above leads to the simple ideas of a necessity to search other probable ways of structuring the human civilization; and especially taking into consideration
the key points declaring that the humanity,
and all its existence can be based on positive
features (elements) of the Soul only.
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2.5. Organizational structure required
for the stable development of the new
civilization
In fact, development of a new organizational structure of a new human civilization
does not require many efforts, as all principle provisions related to the structural units
were already disclosed. However, there is
one key issue considering the necessity to
interconnect them (structural units) with the
aim to implement their main function –stable
existence of the human civilization free from
barbarous wars, crises, and feeling a slave,
that is to be free in his or her actions. The
various state orders were described along
ago in works of Plato (Socrates) and Aristotle, who displayed disadvantages of various
systems in every detail; and the large countries historical experience of the two and
half thousand years long was described in
various historic papers of great philosophers
and writers. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that Plato (Socrates) considered the state order based on the positive features of the Soul
rather than the urbanistic concepts based on
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negative features of the Soul. However, the
history, as it was already said before, selected the capital interpretation of urbanism
represented by the monetarism. At that legislations of all well-developed countries starting from the 17th century always declared
equality of all and everyone before the God
and the state in fundamental laws or constitutions.
De-facto, the economic side prevailed all
laws, and groups of lawyers and mass media и continuously supported and generated
categories of notions and definitions, which
were convenient to them and the most “predatory” part of population only.
Thus, the authorities of the global government must regulate economic component
of living so no one could fail in temptation to
get more than it is allowed according to the
new civilization Regulations.
It should be noted that the abovesaid
concept was already realized in the Soviet
Union, under the “to each according to his
needs” motto, however, in some distorted
manner, and soviet version of urbanism,
when a city and its products prevailed the
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village, finally corrupted the idea to create a
new advanced civilization. The war between
a city and a village, namely, the old-style
living of peasants, who were the source of
national positive features of spirit, was especially visible during the surplus appropriation system period when armed authorities
seized all products created by the village
without any compensations. Moreover, to legalize further so-called “purchase” or better,
extraction of agricultural products on prices
that had no real economic argumentation, the
powers established kolkhozes (communal
farms) and sovkhozes (state owned farm),
which were governed by cities under wraps
of the party and leading role of proletariat.
In fact, the revolutionists planned to attract the proletariat as a layer that “has nothing except for its targets” to rearrange the
world order for the new civilization. Trotsky
and other revolutionists already understood
that the capitalism by that time had already
revealed his greedy and indifference to other
people in a volume, which put its existence
in question. However leader of New Russia
were planning to construct a new commu95

nist civilization on the same “rotten” base
called Urbanism. Moreover, the proletariat
is also the urbanism derivative. After that
all economic transformations in USSR were
based on village exploitation by the city and
distorted understanding of the Soul’s positive features, which resulted in corruption of
a large and powerful state in 1991 (nevertheless, it should be noted that by the mid
80ies of the last century, villages experiences moderate life improvement). Further on
the urbanists with English accent including
Pugachev – Yetltsin had won. As a result the
experiment on constructing the new world
failed. Moreover, determination and adjustment of the organization structure of the new
civilization and cancellation of capitalism
or urbanism can take for decades, and can
require a very long work on alternating key
settings and laws of the society and a state.
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2.6. Determination of the Earth’s
optimal population amount
Already in 80ies of the last century the
globalists provided that the Earth population
must not exceed 1 billion people. According to their calculations, existing resources
would hold out for such amount of people
for 200 ÷ 300 years only. Whereas, if a resource consumption per capita established in
USA is applied to 1 billion of people of the
Earth, all planets resources would hold out
for several decades only. But all these are the
theories only as the Earth’s population for
now is already more than 7 billion people.
Currently, the population growth in Africa
reduced significantly; in the Arabian world,
for which the population increase is the most
typical, experiences numerous wars that
slow down such increase, while India and
China continue to enlarge their population.
The similar situation is for such countries as
Indonesia, Ceylon, Bangladesh, and Pakistan. The Southern Africa either displays
significant population growth if compared
with the Northern Africa.
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What can be done in this situation? How
to reduce the population, by propaganda or
apply force?
These are the key issues. However the
authority consider the capitalism, as the
form of the urbanism, as a source of the profit only, and thus, it is still impossible to effectively solve the population optimization
issue. And it is well-known that capitalism
is the deadend for the urbanistic civilization
development.
As it was already said before, to provide
Earth’s population optimization, it is necessary to change the world order structure:
first, to establish (form) the global government, as it was already suggested, by means
of UN governance. Next, consequently
eliminate state borders and establish new
territorial unit called “region of sufficiency”,
and develop special birth-rate and resource
quotes for each certain region. Under such
approach gradually, Earth’s population will
reduce. Education in each territorial unit
must be set on a sufficiently high level based
on the formula: the higher is education the
lower is the birth-rate. In addition, it is nec98

essary to perform gradual dismounting of
the urbanism and transformation of the existing civilization into various new forms
described above.
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CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTALS FOR THE NEW
CIVILIZATION CONSTRUCTION
3.1. Concept of the human spiritual
motivations inside the new civilization
The previous chapters offered a way
for eliminating shortages of the urbanistic
civilization by means of dismounting the
urbanism material base – large cities, which
would be necessary to perform in various
countries; as well as suggested construction
of a new civilization based on the positive
motivations of a person as well as breeding those qualities, which theoretically will
bring the civilization to the idea of sufficient
consumption, or “areas of sufficiency” free
from the basic “sins” of capitalistic societies
currently existing on the Earth.
As the city is the core base for monetarists and their followers, and the ground of
their philosophy, lie, laziness, dishonesty,
fraud, or social parasitism, which are always
almost the object of the pride especially for
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the people who obtained tremendous capitals. They move through the distribution of
national taxes, resources exploitation, or use
of technological breakthroughs when they
deceive a poor inventor, and enlarge their
profit by deceiving hem and paying a miserable sum for probably dramatic invention,
they move further on to improving society
of the chosen ones. Finally, each monetarist
one day comes to idea of the endless profitability.
All this must come to an end, and not
only because of someone’s envy of having
earned less money than another, but based
on the reasonability and willing to prevent
tragedies, which are easily discovered inside
the chaos of global relations, chaos of financial relations, or chaos of national travel
both now and in the nearest future. These
tragedies can imply biological death of humanity as species and rational beings.
Next point is the people’s spiritual motivations inside a new civilization. As such
civilization must be formed based on the
sufficiency criteria of an individual and
communities; in extraction of various re101

sources both individually or by some group
of people. The most positive features of the
human’s Soul features must become the fundamental of the new civilization laws. No
need of any meetings. No need of any demagogues. Labor, rational resources distribution; birth-rate control; high level of education; and positive control over each person.
Current technologies can easily provide that.
At that, election of all and any power
representatives must be performed by lot
among several candidates.
The population must be ranked, as the
abovesaid candidates must be selected based
on the position level and the “rank” of inhabitants of the specific “region of sufficiency”
and mainly of philosophers.
Beliefs and the language of communication must be unified for the entire planet.
How to do that? By means of the stepped
activity of committees formed from the selected representatives of various professions
and nations.
Spiritual motivations of a new civilization person must be directed at forming individuals inside a human society rather than
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a capitalism based groups! Philosophers and
mass media of the new civilization must operate on eliminating negative features of the
Soul such as envy, anger, deception, etc.
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3.2. “Regions of sufficiency”
and gradual liquidation of state
institutions
The introduced in this paper notion “regions of sufficiency” implies an area of the
plants that can be determined as a region
inhabitant by a specific amount of people
living in small settlements with a distributed system providing with all necessary
resources, education, and healthcare. Such
“region of sufficiency” may include areas
of several modern countries. Under decision
of the global government, the planet can be
divided into several dozens of such regions.
Management of each region can be elected
on lot base among people having specific
rank. All region inhabitants must have ranks,
and such rank can provide them the right to
be elected, to obtain specific education or access to resources, as well as the right for the
birth of issue. The latter must be regulated
by applicable quotes for each “region of sufficiency”. The right to select a religious faith
must be determined by regions and the global government elected by lot among people
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with a specific rank. Distribution of people
by small settlements can settle the key problem of the urbanistic civilization – living in
cities full of crowds and multistoried buildings, and negative features of the Soul that
often reduces intellect and evil criticism of
each individual.
It should be noted that voluntary escape
from the city and construction of cottages,
summer cottages, or houses in villages improves its position in almost all well-developed countries. To stay alone with the Nature
for even a little time and work on the ground
give people a possibility to see the surrounding world with a larger optimism than when
living in cities. Particularly the recovery of
human features after living in a city being a
source of the evil is one of the key tasks for
creating the “regions of sufficiency”.
One of the principle issues during the urbanistic civilization dismounting is the gradual liquidation of states, which will require
many years of patient work of the global
government.
Moreover, it will be also necessary to liquidate capitalistic mechanisms of the econo105

my being the base of urbanism, as they set
human civilization to the edge of corruption
(as it was said before).
All the above must be done to preserve
people as a biological species, and to maintain knowledge, accumulated by people,
history, and life on the Earth. And probably,
that is the central idea of humans’ existence.
One more point is that the experiments
on “liquidation” of the city and urban life
were already conducted in extremely distorted form in China and Kampuchea.
Millions of destroyed lives, hard work
in awful conditions were provided as a rescue from the urbanistic contamination. But
all that was done by people who “played” in
politics and not supported ideas of equality
for everyone.
Another experiment was conducted by
the Teutonic Order that conquered the eastern territories, assigned land plots to each
Teutonic knight, where they built castles at
some certain distance from each other, managed the household, and controlled life of
surrounding settlements.
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3.3. Determination Of Organizational
Structure For The New Civilization
Management
It is supposed that the organizational
structure of the new civilization Management should consist of one main executive
authority – the global government, government election body, “regions of sufficiency”
regulating authority, resources distribution
authority, science and industry regulating
authority, public healthcare body, security
and resource protection authority, body
regulating religious institutions, body regulating environment and space protection,
finance and economy authority, and other
bodies regulating normal existence of the
post-urbanistic civilization.
A Council of Elders can be used for stabilization of the management decisions issued by the global government.
The institution regulating forecasts concerning crisis situations for the existing civilization and determining a set of alterations
required to eliminate risks that can arise during transfer to other models of the human
civilization should hold a specific place.
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There is no use to provide detailed description of functions for each structural
subdivision regulating life of the new nonurbanistic and distributed civilization, as
all decisions concerning this point must
be made by the global government. Initial
simulation of the organizational structure
must take into consideration a wide variety
of life-support factors based on theoretical
surveys of the planned economy of USSR,
Japan, or China. To make optimal decisions
in constructing management structures regulating both the civilization in general, and
each of its “regions of sufficiency” it may
be required to establish the Organizational
planning authority.
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3.4. The Ranking System
In The Post-Urbanistic Civilization
The order of ranks must be formed based
on personal achievement of each inhabitant
of the Planet. The assigned rank must provide a right to receive resources necessary
for his or her activity, as well as a possibility to be elected to the management systems
of the “regions of sufficiency”, or the global
government authorities.
Each rank provides certain capabilities;
however some actions can be restricted,
while be allowed to people having a higher
or lower ranks.
Transfer from one rank to another will
be possible under accumulation of some
specific merits by a certain person; thus,
there should be introduced specific criteria
to evaluate activity and duty performance
of each person. . Similar ranking systems
proved their effectiveness in China, Russia,
or masonry society.
Probably there would be enough to set
ten ranks for normal activity. Whereas criteria for determining characteristics and tests
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applicable for a person inside the ranking
system must be directly connected with the
executed works, and success of their fulfillment to the benefit of the new civilization;
and with the regulations set for each rank.
Many people would object this idea.
To support this concept it should be said
that the chaos is not better than the order, especially when chaos followers continuously
enlarge volumes of weapon hiding by the
Ancient Rome logo: “Fiat justitia, et pereat
mundus! – Let justice be done, and let the
world perish!” Indeed, there is very little
sense in starting a new civilization from several survived Adams and Eves.
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CHAPTER 4
VARIANTS OF CONSTRUCTING
PRINCIPLE STRUCTURES OF THE
NEW CIVILIZATION
4.1. Organization Of The New
Civilization Management Authorities
The previous Chapter described approximate organizational structure of the new
civilization. This Chapter provides general
clarification and competences of each management authority.
Distribution of the population within
the planet during dismounting the urbanistic civilization and construction of a new
more stable and reliable civilization based
on reducing the “crowd effect” typical for
urban living, and further liquidation of the
negative features of the Souls will make it
possible to regulate processes of the population reduction in gradual, probably natural
manner. This new civilization that can also
be called the “distributed civilization” will
be grounded on “regions of sufficiency” described before.
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Their quality should vary from 10 to
50 and be determined by their geographical location, and accessibility of industry
and life-supporting structures. For instance,
one “region of sufficiency” should include
a part of today’s Europe, Asia, and Africa; a
part of the Northern America, the Southern
America, and Australia, and so on. Such approach will support to (gradually) eliminate
borders of today’s countries. Self-exaltation
of large cities with their financial bubbles
must be transformed into hard-working of
each person inhabiting each cell of this new
civilization.
Management authorities of the distributed civilization must cooperate with management body of each “region of sufficiency”,
and must be arranged so to perform simple
common functions: determination of each
region’s population volume, provision of
life support to the regions, determination of
“sufficiency” for scientific researches and
objects of the industrial or agricultural section in both global and regional scale.
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4.2. Substantiation Of The Lot-Based
Election And The Ground For The
Election System With Consideration Of
The Earth Citizens’ Ranking System
The ranking system must be established
for all citizens of the Earth regardless to the
place, where one or another person lives.
Decision regarding quantity of ranks, transfer from one to another rank, terms for such
transfer and motivations must be made by
the global government, which should be
elected by representatives of the “regions of
sufficiency” by lot. The lot, being the core
principle of election, have been known for
ages, however, the democracy is so differently represented by ancients philosophers
Aristotle and Plato due to the fact that demagogues of that times very often obtained the
power thanks to their talkative ability, and
thus removed citizens from actual situation.
Sometimes they managed to capture the
power solely, and thus turned into dictators.
All such properties of the democracy accompanied with the urbanism currently form regimes supporting extreme voluntaristic solutions in the prejudice of population.
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This is why the suggested election method based on lot would remove demagogy,
mass media advertising, endless speech production, and select from a range of people
with almost equal intellect level persons able
to constitute global government or the management of the “regions of sufficiency”. Personnel’s rotation should be performed each
1 ÷ 3 years, and include replacement of one
third of the previously elected officers.
To the global government administration only people with the fundamental philosophic knowledge should be elected.
All offered mechanisms of the new civilization functioning should be regulated by a
Constitution of a Code adopted by all founders of the new global order that will make
it possible, as it was already said before, to
preserve humans, their mentality, and biological status.
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4.3. Control Of The Technological
Reformation And Science Achievements
Within The New Civilization
Among the structures of the new civilization management, one subdivision must regulate scientific researches and technological
reformations on the various levels of society.
Such subdivision is necessary, first of all, due
to the fact that all novelties introduced into
human society transform people’s skills and
motor reactions, and thus, change activity of
certain cerebrum zones, alter their speech,
motions, and motivations. Motivations shift
or the “I wish” game leads people to parasitism based on the “I-want-it-now” motto.
Moreover, such elements of technological innovations as robots, or information
systems “compact” people living in one
apartment, and can bring them and the society in general to “urbanistic relations”,
which excite negative features of the Soul.
Here under the “urbanistic relations” one
should understand ratio of the population
amount to a certain square area of the residential space; and the more is the population
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density, and the indicated robots and information systems can also be referred to population, the more is the risk of a new civilization cell to return to the old urbanistic form.
Certainly, it is hard to stop human’s brain activity either individual or collective, but it is
possible to direct this activity to satisfaction
of public needs, to philosophizing similar
to characters of the Aristophanes’ comedy
“Clouds”, which creates the “Thinkery” intended to calm the own Ego, and apprehension of the world’s existence, and, as an alternative to the above, the fraud suggested to
the main character.
This drama represents the war inside the
arising urbanism as an evil civilization – “son
beats his father” because of his debts, and the
piece of the other – villain and philosophic
civilization. Yet, the author shows people
for the Thinkery, like Socrates, simple and
poorly dressed, first of all, while reading this
drama it is necessary to pay special attention
to struggle of two opposite rising civilizations: rural and distributed, and urbanistic.
The urbanistic civilization became the winner for long years up to now, having turned
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into cruel, horrific uncontrolled capitalistic
system that developed the most negative
motivations in people. Moreover, it let the
genie out of the bottle – the scientific and
technical revolution, which technological
processes are capable to destroy this urbanistic civilization and humans as a biological species. Thus it is so important to stop,
address to the mind, and perform, as it was
already said, dismounting of the old civilization, and open to all citizens of the Earth the
“entrance” to the long-term world, new civilization, where scientific and technological
achievements are under control, people have
access to knowledge, and are motivated to
develop their best features of the Soul.
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4.4. Level Of Education Sufficiency In
The New Non-Urbanistic Civilization
Educational system of the new civilization must be formed based on the labor sufficiency of each person, and its role in the
regions’ economy. Amount of food, clothes,
and services must be restricted by regular
participation in agricultural works. Amount
of competences in each labor field of probable participation stipulates the structure and
the level of the “knowledge steps” during
teaching new generations. Each “region of
sufficiency” must include “cells of welfare”
with their own schools with continuous education system starting from elementary to
the higher specialized education provided
by the best philosophers and professors of
special disciplines. There must be one educational center per one “cell”. Priority of
the disciplines taught in such centers must
be closely connected to public values. Philosophers – managers must be among the
core specialties. Their role in activity of the
regions, cells, or the global management in
general, must be supervising, and it should
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be referred to the spiritual life either. Creators of the material, they will solve issues
related to the life supporting of the societies.
And teachers will provide educational function in adherence with the Code of citizen of
this new civilization free from competition.
The citizen’s Code must comprise the
basic requirements and capabilities of each
person within the bounds of the laws regulating behavior of each citizen and the civilization in general. People without philosophic education must not be allowed to generate the laws. Each citizen’s mind, no matter
how skilled he or she is, must be focused on
positive creation. The entire system of education must be aimed at discovering positive elements of the Soul and elimination of
the negative features described in previous
chapters.
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4.5. Establishment Of The Positive
Control Over Activity Of Each Citizen
Of The Earth
First of all there should be formed managing authorities to prevent events risking
for the civilization. With any, even the top
quality education about 2% of people based
on physiological features of their organisms
demonstrate tendencies to negative actions
(Lombroso) including criminal, disorderly conduct, or economic crimes. The new
non-urbanistic civilization must eliminate
all such crimes and offences. To do that it
is necessary to arrange control over activities of each person, and cease misbehavior
in the very beginning of it by means of special electronic devices inserted into a person
when a child. As the new civilization will
be inhabited by the scientifically grounded
amount of people that must be in times less
than it is currently, such control will be quite
realistic. At that, such control must have duplicated nature in several centers all around
the planet and must not be anchored to the
regions of sufficiency. Prevention of emer120

gencies in people’s lives will be key task for
such centers that will be allowed to apply
any even stern measures to violators of the
Earth’s citizen Code.
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4.6. Determination Of Criteria
Of Civilization Transformation Into
Another Form Under Certain Critical
Situations And A Possibility Of Its Destruction
There must be a rational approach to
understanding that the human civilization
during its development and formation of a
specific-type society should always pay special attention to preservation of the human’s
biological status as a rational organism.
Thus, parameters of the human’s status,
its organism, and outer characteristics surrounding him must be continuously monitored with consideration of a possibility for
his normal existence that is availability of
air, water, and resources in general. Is the
case a society shifts towards the dangerous
zone of uncertainty, there must be actuated
laws of preserving the rational human that
will transform (probably on a forced base)
the existing civilization, dismount it, and
construct a new one. There is no any other
way. Confessedly, in terms of the proper “exploitation” of the civilization based on the
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positive features of the Soul such would not
have place, nevertheless, the human’s head,
namely his brain hides tremendous reserves
of “the unconscious programs”, which under
the mass psychoinfections may defeat all
best features of the human.
Under emergency situations that can
arise on the Earth, there must be foreseen
migration of intelligent people to an island
with army reinforcement; to space; if possible, under water into specially constructed settlements. Together with that the mad
negative power containing negative features
of the Soul, which can prevail at that moment among the humanity, must be cut off of
all accessible technological capabilities that
would make it possible to destroy people
bearing positive features of the Soul, that
it to “burn own bridges” after migration to
new areas is complete. Algorithms of rescuing humans as a biological species must
be developed with consideration of various
probable scenarios up to the absurd situation, when a new civilization can start from
Adam and Eve.
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Afterword
It is the fact that the suggested variant
of extending lifetime of the human civilization and a human as a biological species
requires significant mental efforts, financial
expenses, and modification of the world
order. Nevertheless, the humanity must
modify its future into a society of rational
people. One can hope on diviners who will
“form” our Future by weasel words full of
double or even triple senses, and finally
lead to civilization collapse. Yet, it is possible, as it was already described before, to
analyze the “outer threats”, i.e., space issues,
resources deficiency, dander induced by the
science to civilization existence; and the “inner threats”, which can be discovered in labor as element and features of the Soul; and
based on the discovered, develop algorithms
for variants of the civilization modifying
under various threats combinations: including various X-factors, such as earthquakes,
some space objects falling on the planet, ap124

pearing of uncommon viruses, diseases, etc.;
and consistencies related to the activity of
a human, groups of people, or states being
the sources of wars and crises, inside intellectual distortions in peoples’ minds caused
by the urbanism as the base of the modern
civilization.
Is it possible to develop such algorithms
for many years to come? Is a person with
limited abilities capable to do that? The
author supposes that he can, however for
a limited period only, as there are no ideal
systems for civilization existence because
the person and his Soul are quite self-contradictory systems that possess powerful energy distorting any good initiative; nevertheless there can be developed algorithms valid
for hundreds of thousands years by means
of limiting technological breakthroughs and
own false-glory.
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